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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to conduct a literature review on data mining (DM) technique in the LILACS and SciELO databases and specialized books. A broad data literature search using the words data mining (in English) and/or “mineração de dados” (in Portuguese) and limited to publications between 1999 and 2008, was conducted. The exclusion criteria were the keywords mining industry, mines, mineralogy, and publications that did not describe the methods and the tasks related to data mining. Of 123 publications retrieved, 38 were selected to review. Findings suggest that the existent amount of stored data is titanic and it continue to increase considerably. Thus, the process of knowledge discovery in databases and DM have developed tasks and methods for the retrieval of useful knowledge that may be of interest and necessary for just-in-time decision making in different areas of knowledge.
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RESUMO
Este artigo teve como objetivo realizar uma revisão da literatura sobre a técnica de mineração de dados (Data Mining – DM) nas bases de dados abrangendo o Literatura Latino-Americana e do Caribe em Ciências da Saúde (LILACS), Scientific Eletronic Library Online (SCIELO) e alguns livros sobre o tema. Buscou-se uma coleta ampla utilizando as palavras data mining e mineração de dados, abrangendo o período de 1999 a 2008. Como critérios de exclusão foram utilizados os descritores: indústria mineira, minas, mineralogia; foram excluídos artigos que não esclareciam o método e as tarefas relacionadas à mineração de dados. Dos 123 artigos encontrados, 32 foram selecionados. Observou-se que o volume de dados armazenados é gigantesco e continua crescendo exponencialmente. Com isso o processo de Descoberta do Conhecimento em Bases de Dados e DM inclui tarefas e métodos para extração de conhecimento útil, interessante e indispensável na tomada de decisões rápidas nas mais diversas áreas de conhecimento.
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RESUMEN
En este artículo se tuvo como objetivo realizar una revisión de la literatura sobre la técnica de mineración de datos (Data Mining – DM) en las bases de datos que abarcaban la Literatura Latino-American y del Caribe en Ciencias de la Salud (LILACS), Scientific Eletronic Library Online (SCIELO) y algunos libros sobre el tema. Se buscó una recolección amplia utilizando las palabras data mining y mineración de datos, en el período comprendido entre 1999 a 2008. Como criterios de exclusión fueron utilizados los descriptores: industria minera, minas, mineralogía; se excluyeron artículos que no aclaraban el método y las tareas relacionadas a la mineración de datos. De los 123 artículos encontrados, 32 fueron seleccionados. Se observó que el volumen de datos almacenados es gigantesco y continúa creciendo exponencialmente. Con eso el proceso de Descubrimiento del Conocimiento en Bases de Datos y DM incluye tareas y métodos para la extracción del conocimiento útil, interesante e indispensable para la toma de decisiones rápidas en las más diversas áreas del conocimiento.

Descripciones: Almacenamiento y recuperación de la información/métodos; Reconocimiento de normas patrones automatizados/métodos; Bases del conocimiento; Informática médica
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INTRODUCTION

In the last decades, in which most of the operations and activities of the public and private institutions are computationally registered and accumulate in large databases, the data mining technique – Data Mining (DM) – is one of the most effective alternatives to extract knowledge from the great volume of data, discovering hidden relationships, patterns and generating rules to predict and correlate data, that can help the institutions in faster decision-making or, even reach a bigger degree of confidence.

Nowadays, information and knowledge are legal, strategic and indispensable prerogatives in search for greater autonomy in the actions of the health companies, social control and decision-making with time getting shorter and shorter. Because of this, several national and international companies of production, consumption, financial market, teaching institutions and libraries have already adopted in their routines, data mining to monitor funding, client consumption, prevent fraud and foreseeing market risks, among others.

In the health sector, mainly the public one, the application is being accepted as a way of accelerating the search for knowledge. Besides, the use of data mining in the big hospital databases or even in the information systems of public health contributes to discover relationships so that they can make a prevision of future tendencies based on the past, best characterizes the patient that seeks for assistance, identifies successful medical therapies for different diseases and shows patterns of new injuries.

However, several managers and health professionals are concerned with the understanding of the data and in using the information and knowledge of the health databases to promote the information management and the quality of care. This probably occurs due to the fast rhythm of data generation, which produces a natural incapacity in the human being to explore, extract and interpret these data to obtain knowledge of these bases.

In this sense, the informatics and the technologies directed to the collection, storage and data availability has been developing and making available techniques, methods and automatic computational tools, capable of helping in the extraction of useful information inside this great volume of complex data.

However, to attend this new context, the health informatics has been using these methodologies of computing science to accomplish its studies. Among them, the methodology Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD), that is, discovery of the databases knowledge, and the data mining, which is one of the most important stages of KDD.

As the theme is “pulverized” in the most diverse areas of knowledge, this article, aimed at presenting a literature review of the main indexed databases and some books published on the subject, thus presenting the use of the technique of data mining, concepts, tasks and methods.

METHODS

This is a bibliographic review study, in the national and international scope. The widest possible collection of data was searched for, using the English term (data mining) and in Portuguese (data mining). The reference period was from 1999 to 2008. Databases used in the search for scientific articles: Latin American and Caribbean Literature in Health Sciences (LILACS) and Scientific Electronic Library Online (SciELO), due to the easy access to complete texts for reading, mainly of the method. Five books were selected, used to indicate some concepts not found in the articles. As a criterion for the exclusion of the articles, the key-words related to the mining industry, mines, mineralogy and those articles that did not elucidate the method and the tasks related to data mining were used. Thirty-two (32) quotations were identified in the LILACS databases and only 10 were included in the study. However in the SciELO databases, with a regional index, 91 quotations were found, from which 28 were selected. Of the 38 articles selected, 06 were repeated; so, 32 articles were reviewed and presented to describe the data mining method – DM.

RESULTS

The theme was divided into three topics: Knowledge discovery in databases. Data Mining Tasks and Data Mining Methods.

Knowledge Discovery in databases

Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) can be defined as a process of obtaining information using data registered in a databank, an implicit, previously unknown, potentially useful and understandable knowledge.

The expression Data Mining (DM) first appears, as a synonym of KDD, but it is only one of the stages of the knowledge discovery in databases in the KDD global process. The knowledge that is possible to acquire through the DM has been very useful in the most different areas, such as medicine, finances, commerce, marketing, telecommunications, meteorology, agriculture and cattle raising, bioinformatics, among others.

Data mining is not a trivial process; it consists of the ability to identify, in the data, the valid, new, potentially useful and understandable patterns, involving statistical methods, visualization tools and artificial intelligence techniques.

So, the KDD process uses databases concepts, statistical methods, visualization tools and artificial
intelligence techniques, dividing into the following phases: selection, pre-processing, transformation, DM and evaluation/interpretation\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^2\),\(^12\). Among these phases, the most important is the data mining, focuses of countless studies in several areas of knowledge\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^2\),\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^10\),\(^13\)\(^-\)\(^17\), that confirms the assumption of the changing of data into information and later into knowledge, which makes the technique necessary for the making-decision process.

Data mining has several phases: the clear definition of the problem; the selection of all the internal and external data sources and the preparation of data, which includes the pre-processing, data reformatation and analysis of the results taken from the DM process\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^2\),\(^7\),\(^9\)\(^-\)\(^10\).

The discovery of knowledge must present the following characteristics: be efficient (accurate), generic (applicable to several kinds of data) and flexible (easily modifiable)\(^8\). The DM development process involves tasks, methods and algorithms in order to make possible the extraction of new knowledge\(^5\).

The two main kinds of tasks for prediction are the classification and the regression. The classification consists of the prediction of a categorical variable, that is, to discover an activity that will map a set of registers in a set of predefined variables called classes. This activity can be applied to new registers, so as to foresee the class in which these registers fit. Several algorithms are applied in the classification tasks, but those that appear most are Neural Networks, \textit{Back-Propagation}, \textit{Bayesian Classifiers}, and \textit{Genetic Algorithms}\(^2\),\(^19\).

In the regression, there is a search for linear functions or not, and the variable that is to be predicted consists of a numerical attribute (continuous) present in databases with real values\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^2\),\(^20\). In order to implement the regression task, the methods of statistics and Neural Networks are used.

The \textit{clusterization} task is used to separate the registers of databases into subsets or clusters, in such a way that the elements of a \textit{cluster} share common properties that serve to distinguish the elements in other \textit{clusters}, aiming at maximizing intra-cluster similarities and minimize inter-cluster similarities. Unlike the classification tasks in which the variables are pre-defined, the \textit{clusterization} needs, to identify automatically, the data groups, to which the researcher should attribute the variables\(^31\)\(^-\)\(^22\). The most used algorithms in this task are the \textit{K-Means}, \textit{K-Modes}, \textit{K-Prototypes}, \textit{K-Medoids}, \textit{Kohonem}, among others\(^2\),\(^23\).

The association task consists of identifying and describing associations among variables in the same item or associations among different items that occur simultaneously, in a frequent way in databases\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^2\). The search for associations among items during the temporal interval is also common\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^2\),\(^24\)\(^-\)\(^26\). So, the algorithms \textit{Apriori} and \textit{GSP} (\textit{Generalized Sequential Patterns}) among others, implement the discovery of association task\(^27\).

The summarization seeks to identify and indicate common characteristics among a set of data. This task is applied in the clusters obtained in the \textit{clusterization task}, with the Inductive Logic and \textit{Genetic Algorithms} being examples of technologies that can implement the summarization\(^2\).

### Data Mining Methods

The methods are technologies that exist, regardless of the data mining context, when applied in the KDD, produce good results in the health area, changing data into useful knowledge and favoring the health practices based on evidence\(^28\). There are several methods, but the aim is not to exhaust the subject but to identify the most used. The main technologies are: Neural Networks, Decision Tree, Genetic Algorithms (AGs), \textit{Fuzzy logic} and \textit{Statistics}\(^1\),\(^2\),\(^5\),\(^18\),\(^29\)\(^-\)\(^30\).

The Artificial Neural Networks (RNA) is a computational technique that builds the mathematic model inspired in the human brain for the recognition of images and sounds, with knowledge capacity, generalization, association and abstraction, constituted by parallel systems distributed in compounds of simple processing units\(^2\),\(^24\),\(^33\).

The processing units are one or more layers interlinked by a great number of connections; in most of the models, these connections are associated to weights, which, after the learning process, store the knowledge acquired by the net\(^31\)\(^-\)\(^32\).

The RNAs have been successfully used to model relations involving complex temporal series in several knowledge areas\(^31\). The biggest advantage of the RNAs over the conventional methods is that they do not require detailed information about the physical processes of the system that is to be modeled, with it being explicitly described in the mathematical way (enter-exit model) and still for being strong and have a high rate of predictive accuracy\(^2\),\(^24\),\(^31\)\(^-\)\(^32\). Through repetitive presentations of data to the net, the RNA learns patterns, seeks for relationships and automatically builds models\(^13\).

The Decision Tree is a model graphically represented by branches, similar to a tree, but in the inverted sense; they are also called classification or regression trees, in case the dependent variable be respectively categorical.
The model of knowledge that lies in each internal branch of the tree represents a decision about a variable that determines how the data present division to a series of branches (offspring). With this, it describes an association between the attribute and the target variable, that is, the association of each branch with other branches – offspring created\(^{(2,24,29)}\).

The aim of the induction of a Decision Tree is to produce an accurate prediction model or discover the predictive structure of the problem. In the last case, the intention is to understand which of these variables and interactions lead to the phenomenon that is being studied. These two purposes do not eliminate each other, and can appear together in the same study\(^{(29,31,34)}\). Some recent researches have used the induction of a Decision Tree to predict and obtain knowledge\(^{(29,30)}\).

The Genetic Algorithms formulate algorithmic optimization strategies inspired in the principles observed in the national evolution and in genetics for the solution of problems. The AGs use the selection operators, crossover and mutation to develop successive solution generations – called reproduction. With the evolution of the algorithm, only the solutions with higher prevision power survive, until they reach an ideal solution\(^{(1-2,30)}\).

Another very used method is the (Fuzzy logic), a mathematic theory that allows a modeling in a way close to reasoning, imitating the human ability of making decisions in environments of uncertainties and inaccuracy. With this, intelligent systems of control and decision support can be built\(^{(35)}\).

The fuzzy logic can be used mainly in two forms: one is to represent the classic logic extension for a more flexible one, aiming at making formal inaccurate concepts and the other is where fuzzy sets are applied to several theories and technologies to process inaccurate information, such as in decision making processes\(^{(35)}\).

Finally, statistics, one of the most traditional techniques, provides models for analyses and data interpretation. The most used models are Bayesian Networks, Discriminate Analysis, Exploratory Data Analysis, among others. The basic statistical principle concerns the way in which the probability of an event is estimated based on two kinds of knowledge\(^{(1-2,35)}\).

The Bayesian Networks\(^{(24)}\) appeared recently as a powerful data mining technique that offers graphic representations of probabilistic distributions derived from the counting of data occurrence in a certain set, representing a relationship of variables.

Finally, with all the concepts and information on the subject, we can affirm along with some authors\(^{(1,6,10,36-37)}\), that informatics, its technologies and tools, such as DM, brought great advantages for the areas that operate voluminous databases.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

The process of knowledge extraction can bring a valuable reward to the health area with the identification of the pattern of new diseases directing a fast decision making and useful knowledge in several sectors. Yet, it is worth highlighting that for each objective proposed tasks and specific materials must be applied. The tools do not replace the need for a previous and deep knowledge of the exploitation domain, by the researchers, but, on the other hand, it must be highlighted that the KDD and DM are in constant evolution and application in health. For instance, such resources are being used in a study carried out by the authors about data mining of public health and public security, for the construction of a set of data, aiming at establishing associations and predicting a prevention model.

This article, attempted to provide information that can give support to the discussions and doubts in the health area in relation to the use of great databases in the health science areas to extract knowledge of the great databases that exist in the health science area, in an attempt to delimit the knowledge as a support for the actions and decision making, thus intervening in the public health problems.
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